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SUMMARY
This report was prepared at the request of the h’%tional Adrisory Committee for Aero-
nautics in order to supply a systematic study of the relations between the flight velocity 17
and its horizontal componen~ YE, in power glides. Curves of V and V= plotted against the
ordination of the flight path@ are gi-ren, together with c~ves which show the maximum wll-
ues of V= and the corresponding values of 0. Curves are also gi~en showing the effect of small
departures from the horizontal in high speed performcmc.e testing.
INTRODUCTION
While it is obvious that the speed of an airplane must be greater along a downwardly
inclined flight path than along a horizontal flight path, there has not been in the past any
great necessity for a systematic study of the relations in-roIved, but in view of the Rrobab]e
interest which such a systematic solution would now hoIdj for pilots in particular, it has been
undertaken.
The extent of previous calculations along this line appear to ha~e been limited to the
determination of the diving speed, a probIem not considered in this study since it has been
very welI treated elsewhere. For example, see British Admisory Committee for Aeronautics,
R. & M. NO. 492 (tTO~.~, 1917–18) .
Owing to the nature of the variables, particularly the thrust., no strictly ~~act solution
can be obtained for the relation between the angIe of the flight path and the flight speed. The
results are sticientIy watt for alI practieaI purposes, howe-rer. Such inaccuracy as might
be introduced by the assumption as to ~ariation of thrust with speed would not be large
except -irhen the velocity was very large or -very small.
In this report the phrase “ Horizonta.I flight” means flight at. constant a.Ititude, in accord-
ance with common usage.
THE EFFECT OF INCLINATION OF THE FLIGHT PATH ON HORIZONTAL VELOCITY
The forces acting on an airplane which is flying with full power a.Iong a path incIined
d“ to the horizontal are the thrust T, the drag D, the ML L, and the weight W. Let it be
a~s~ed that
(1) The drag varies as the square of the veIocity, i. e., D= K’P”’.
t2) The thrust -raries linearIy with ~eloc.ity and acts along the flight path.
Resolving the forces along the flight path gives T– W’ sin d= D = XV’ (1)
e being considered positive for an up~ard inclination.
Consider an a~erage airplane in horizontal fight at the maximum speed F.. If the flight
speed be increased the engine n-ilI speed up and deliver slightly more power, but since the in-
crease in N is less rapid than the increase in V there will be an increase in V/.AJTDand a decrease
in the propeller efficiency q. The relation between thrust and speed ma-y be cormeniently
%Q
studied by means of the coefficient (14= =. F@-re 3 of National Adtisory Committee
for Aeronautics Technical Reportt No. 186 contains a plot which gi-res the values of C!, for
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varying ratio p/D and V/ND, so that for any pjD s curve of C4‘vs. V/iVD may be drawn.
Q and V are the only variables in C,, and since the variation of Q with LYand with T’ maybe
estimated closely, the value of Ck, V/ND and .?7may be obtained for any assumed value of T“.
A study of two propellers gives the foIlowi~g results:
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The values of T/TOplotted against V/ Vm lie on or near two straight Iines, which allows
T to be ex~ressed in terms of V by a simple linear relation.
When V=,2 T’m, Tmay be between zero and TO/2depending upon the propelIer and engine
characteristics, the averaie value probably being nearer to zero t.hau to To/2.
Consequently
T= To–a ( V- Vm)
(2)
Substituting Equation (2) in (1) gities
.
or, since
from which
V is the velocity along the fright path which is inclined at the angle 0 to the horizont~l.
horizontal component of V is
If the assumption be made that T= T,/2 when V=.2 Vm, Equations (4) and (5) become
(3)
(4)
T]] e
(5)
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Ftighf velociiy v
Ratio, ~=ximum “e/ocj~Y jn “tirma~orizon,+at fJiqhf = ~
FIG. 3.—Effect of inclination of Eight path on 51ght velocity.
Note: .6is negative when the tight path k inclined downward. (As in a glide)
Horizontal componen + of ffighf veJacify v.
‘afio* Max~mum velocity in iwrmd horizontal fliqht = E
*
.—
FIG. 4.–The effect of inclination of flight path on the horizontal component of flight velocity
T= ~ when V=g V=
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INCREASE IN HORIZONTAL vELOclTY DUE TO DOWNWARD INCLINATION OF THE FLIGHT’
PATH
When an airplane flies with full power along a flight path which is inclined at O“ dovzrrmard
from the horizontal, the component of the weight (L/D sin 6) in Equation (5) is positive and
increases the velocity along the flight path. An inspection of Equation (5) shows that the hori-
zontal component of the flight velocity fist increases, reaches a maximum ~alue2 and then
decreases as %is increased.
Tables I, II, III., and IV contain -dues of fight velocity and the ratio of the horizontal
component of the flight velocity tO fie maximum velocity in sustained horizontal flight as
calculated from Equations (4, (4a), (5), and (tia) for various values of (L/D) ~ and 6. These
values are plotted on Figures 1,2, 3, and 4.
Vcos (3 v=
Maximum value of rotiq ~ = ~
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FIG. 5.
A stud~~of Fi=guresz and ~ discloses se~er~ interestfigmd instinctivefacts.. For example,
the mzximum increase iU effective ho~ont~ ~e]ocitY ~~ch may be obtfied by fl~g along
~ irdined flight path is co~iderab]~ greater than might, be e~ected, since it is of the order of 40 ‘“”
per ce~t for the average airphme. I“tis also surprising to note that this maximum increase occurs
for values of o of the order of – 30°. Equation (5) does not readily lend itself to the analytical
calculation of the value of e giving the maximum. ratio VJ V... These ha-w therefore been
obtained graphically from ‘large.sc~e plo& of Figues z md 4 ~d the values so obtained are
given in Table V and plotted on Fi=gare 5.
Fiewes 2 and 4 alSO show that for the average airplane (? must be of the order of – 60°
before the horizontal component of the fight. velocity becomes less ,than the maximum velocity
which can be sustained in horizontal flight.
EFFECT OF A SLIGHT DEVM’IXON FROM A HORIZONTAL FLIGHT’ PATH
Vi’hen the term [(L/D)O sin 6] k Iess than 0.100 Equations (5) and (5a) may be written in
the form
()
:=l.OOO–K ; ,Sine
m
or since 6 is small
(6)
Where h is the altitude lost or gained in the distance Z, and K is a constant depending On the
assumed variation of thrust. with speed. For T=O when F=2V. as in Equation (5) K= O.333.
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For T= TO/2 when V= 2 Vm as in Equation (5a), K= 0.400. li is negtiti~e if altitude is lost and
positive if altitude is gained.
Figure 6 is a working diagram based on Equation (6) and the assumption that T = O when
l’= 2 Vm. This diagram shows how the high speed is affected by a failure to maintain a true
horizontal flight path during high-speed tests. Since the value of (~/.D) at maximum speed
is ~pproximately 4 for the average airplane, a change of 40 feet in altitutle per mile flown will
change the maximum speed I per cent.
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FIG. 6.—Effect of a slight inclination of the flight path on the maximum spsed of airplanes.
The value of (_L/B) at high speed may readily be determined for any airplane for which the
maximum horizontal velocity Vm, brake horsepower (B,IIP. ), propeller efficiency q, and weight,
W are known, From the common power equation
~=375 ~ B.HP
~~
l; being in hI. P. H. and D in ib.
Since W= L
L w Wvm T“m w—.—=
–( )D– D–375V B. HP=S75V B.HP
.— - (i)
Table VI contains calculations for the value of _L/.D at maxin~um speed for a number of
typical airplanes. This va~ue varies from 3.5 to 6.0. It has no direct relation to the maximum
value of (LID) or to the “fineness” of the design.
APPLICATIONS
This study was originally intended to show what increase in maximum horizontal wlocity,
as represented by the horizontal component of the flight velocity, couId be obtained in an
emergency, such as the landing of a slow airplane in a high wind. Howe~er, the data has been
prepared and presented in such form as to make available information on a number of ittms of
interest to pilots, as follows:
(1) Variation of flight velocity with inclination of flight path. See Tables I and HI
and Figures 1 and 3.
(2) Variation of effective horizontal velocity (i. e,, horizontal componeni of flight
velocity) with inclination of flight path. See Tables II and IV and Figures
2 and 4.
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(3) Maximum effective horizontal velocity and a@e of inclination of fligh~ path
which gives this maximum. SW Figures 2, 4, and 5.
(4) Approtiate value of the angle of inclination of the flight- path at which horizontal
component of the flight velocity becomes equal to the maximum velocity
horizontal flight. See Table TTaml Figures 2, 4, and 5. “
(5) Effect of a smaU departure from a horizontal flight path (of particular interest
test pilots). See Figure 6.
CONCLUSIONS
in
to
It has been shown that for an average airplane having, for example, _L/D =4.5 at high
speed, the maximum value of the horizontal component of the flight velocity in a power glide,
becomes 40 Fer cent greater than the maximum velocity in horizontal ~ight. This maximum
~alue occurs when the flight path is about 300 to tie horizontal. It has also been shown that
the flight path must be inclined downward about 60° from the horizontal before the horizontal
component of the flight velocity becomes less than the maximum velocity in horizontal flight.
The necessity for maintaining a strictly horizontal flight path in performance testing is
clearly brought out by Figure 6, which &ows that for the average airplane a Ioss of 40 feet
. in aItitude per mfie flown is sufficient to increase the maximum speed I per cent.
A few words of caution seem desirable at. this time. Owing to the uncertainty of the
thrust, the calculatio~ made in this study should be considered as approximations only. There
is ample reason to believe, however, that the effect of a power glide is substa~tially as indicated
except at very high flight velocities.
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TABLE II
VA[{lATION IN IIORIZOXTTAL COMPONENT OF FLIGHT VELOCITY WITH INCLINATION OF FLIGHT PATI1
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TABLE III
VARIATION OF FLIGHT VELOCITY WITH INCLINATION’ OF FLIGHT PATH
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TA3311E Iv
VARIATION IN HO RIZOXTAIJ C OMPOFUZNT OF FLIGHT VELOCITY WITH ENCLINATION OF FLIGHT PATH
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Vs=horizontd comuonent of tlight Tekcity.
l%=mximnm velwity Whfch-csn be aust&ed in horizontal t?ight.
TABLE VI
VALUE OF $ AT MAXIMCM SPEED
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NOTE: ~ at m-m speed must not be confined ~th the fim~ ~~ue of%.
